Onstage and Off: Theater Together
Online
Light Design

Lights can be used to show:
- Time of day or time of year
- The weather or season
- Mood or tone

Setting Up Your Lights:
- **Front Light:** Used to light the performer’s face, used to see the action.
- **Back Light:** Used to add shadow to the performer, gives them a 2D appearance.
- **Side Light:** Used to add depth to the performer, gives them a 3D appearance.

GoBo’s
- An object placed in front of a light that uses shadows to show a pattern or stencil
- Breakups: Sunlight through trees, clouds, geometric shapes that create a cool and interesting look
- Objects: Windows, church steeples, Bat Signal (template below)
- At home: Make it out of thick paper or a cereal box for the best results